
Gardening Calendar - June

Protect ripening fruit from birds with
nets, harvest raspberries, blackcurrants,
strawberries and rhubarb. Plum trees
should be pruned to avoid
overcrowding & any diseased
branches removed. Small fruits will
start naturally dropping in June but to
get the best-size fruits it’s worth
thinning them out.
Handy Tip: keep well-watered, use
Vitax Vitafeed Flower & Fruit. Feed
Tomatoes, peppers & chillies with
Tomorite.

It is vital that container plants,
particularly summer bedding plants,
are fed as they will quickly exhaust all
nutrients in the soil. The easiest way to
do this is to push long lasting fertiliser
pellets into compost. Don’t let them
dry out.
We Recommend: Feed with
Osmocote Slow Release feed

Avoid wasting water on lawns.
Instead raise the height of the cut in
dry spells to make the grass more
drought resistant. Continue to edge
regularly, and feed with a general
fertiliser.
Handy Tip: Feed with Miracle Grow
Soluble Lawn Feed.

June is the last chance for pack bedding,
the cheapest way to plant containers and
borders with colourful annuals which
will flower all summer long.
Handy Tip: feed with Miracle Grow
soluble feed.

Fruit

Pots

Bedding Plants

Lawns

Autumn and spring planted trees and
shrubs should be kept well watered
during dry spells. If you want a few
large rose blooms rather than a few
smaller ones, take out the smaller buds
on each stem, leaving the largest one to
grow on.

Trees and Shrubs

Sadly this is the time of year pests &
weeds are about, there are various
things you can do to deal with thistles,
nettles, aphids, slugs and other
problems.
We Recommend: SBK Tough Weedkill
& Bug Clear Ultra for flowers, fruit & Veg

Pests & Weeds
June is a great month for choosing
roses as the buds are forming and
you can see the first flowers. 
Handy Tip: tie in some stems of
climbing and rambling roses as near
to horizontal as possible. This will
encourage lots of dense flowering
shoots to come from them.

Roses Prune flowering shrubs as soon as they
finish flowering so they can regrow and
flower well next year. Prune rampant
Clematis as soon as it has finished
flowering. You can really cut it down at
this time of year.
See our range of pruning shears.

Pruning

This is a good month for spring
cleaning the pond, and planting
aquatics. Check that your fish are not
gasping at the surface, as this is a sign
that the water is not holding enough
oxygen. If they are, try removing
blanket weed with a hook or stick,
planting more oxygenating plants,
& ensure your pump is adequate.
Handy Tip: keep blanket weed at bay
using Clover Leaf Blanket Answer &
water hyacinth floating pond plants.

Ponds

Flowers

After two industrious months in the garden, much of the heavier work, maintenance jobs and planting should be completed,
leaving you more time to enjoy the fruits of your labour. All foliage should be fresh, youthful and burgeoning.

Now is the time to sow vegetables such
as leeks, Brussels sprouts and winter
cabbages. Nearer the end of June, lift a
few potatoes to check if they are ready,
and pick out some of the larger ones for
immediate use.
Handy Tip: keep well watered to stop
plants like lettuce from bolting & feed
with Vitax Vitafeed Vegetable &
Leafy Plants.

Vegetables

Tall growing perennials such as
delphiniums and lupins should be
staked otherwise they will flop and be
weighed down by wind and rain.
Handy Tip: support using Gardman
hoops.
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